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PaoDUCTION AND InANsastS5 TON

November 24, 1972

Mr. John G. Davis. Director
Directorata of Regulatory Operations
Region II, Suite 818
230 Peachtree Street, Northwest
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Re: RO:II:CEM
50-269/72-8
50-270/72-7
50-287/72-5

Dear Mr. Davis:

Please refer to the enclosure of your letter of October 26, 1972 concerning
items of apparent non-compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, " Quality
Assurance Critaria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants."
The attached it. formation is submitted to answer your concerns identified
by that enclosure.

.

Please advise if you.have any further questions.

Very truly yours,
2

h8
A. C. Thies -
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ATTACHMENT

la. Contrary to Criterion V, the inspector determined during discussions
with your field engineers that several procedures which had not received
approval according to your Quality Assurance Program, Plan A,are used by
the electrical quality control group at Oconee. Examples of these are

the storage maintenance procedures for motors and for batteries.

All procedures for the Oconee Nuclear Station have now been approved by
the Vice President, Construction. All electr.. cal procedures are being.

rewritten in a new program format for inclusion in the Quality Assurance
Manual.

Ib. Contrary to Criterion V, the inspector determined through discussions
with your field engineers and observations that Procedure Q-1, " Control

,

of Non-Conforming Items," issued December 20, 1971, has not been fully l
implemented by the electrical quality control group at Oconee.

Procedure Q-1 does not state that non-conformances may also be documented i
by methods included in inspection procedures. To correct this deficiency |
Procedure Q-1 will be revised to state that inspection procedures may in- j

clude methods of correcting and documenting non-conformities which are )
found during inspection. The procedure will also recognize that the
corrective action will generally be documented da.ectly on an inspection
form; however, for major non-conformities and those for which no inspection
procedure or form exists, the requirements for Procedure Q-1 will be used.

2. Contrary to Criterion YII, the inspector d:termined in discussions with
your field engineers that electrical cable had been installed prior to
receipt at the site of quality assurance documentation or receipt at the
site of certification that such documentation had been received by you
from the vendor.

After it had been found that a reel of cable had been released for in-
stallation without written authorization by the Design Engineering Depart-
ment, all QC-31 forms for cable were reviewed. This review disclosed
that only one of 659 reels of cable had not been properly released for
installation. This single piece of documentation has been corrected. As ,
a result of thic occurrence, an audit of all QC-31 forms in the Civil,

! Mechanical, and Electrical areas is being performed.

3a. Contrary to Criterion VI, welding procedures revised and approved in
June, 1972, had not been distributed to the craft personnel or the field
engineers responsible for quality control.

Walding procedures revised in June,1972, were not issued due to minor
~

changes that were pending in some of the procedures. The June, 1972
changes were largely editorial in nature and did not change tne essential
information pertaining to the welding process. The decision to hold the
procedures until all revisions were complete was an error in judgment.
The Vice President, Construction, has emphasized to site personnel that
revisions to 'frocedures will be distributed as soon as approved.
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3b. Contrary to Criterion VI, test procedure TP/250/6, "HPSW Hydro Test,"
was approved by the operating engineer on June 13, 1972 rather than by
the Station Superintendent.

TP/250/6, "HPSW Hydrostatic Test," was approved by the operating engineer
as stated. The controlling procedure for conducting the hydrostatic test
was prepared, reviewed and revised, and approved according to the " Guide
For Conducting the Preoperational Test Program." Mr. M. D. McIntosh had
bean verbally authorized to approve sub-procedures under this controlling
procedure. Since this was brought to our attention by the Regulatory
Operation Inspection, a memorandum has been issued to Mr. McIntosh
authorizing him to approve sub-procedures under the controlling procedure
for Hydrostatic Tests and Flushing procedures under che controlling pro-
cedure for Flushing. This memo was dated October 9, 1972. Controlling
procedures outlined the basic requirements for testing and include all
of the areas of concern in respect to hydrostatic tests. The only re-
quirements under the sub-procedures are that blanks are filled in and
flow sheets showing the part to be flushed or attached thereto.

3c. Two changes made to TP/202/7, "HPI Operational Test," were major changes
according to the definition as given in the " Guide for Conducting the
Oconee Preoperational Test Program." These were handled as minor changes.
The first change is labeled as Change No. 3 and added a section "to assure
proper valve alignment of HPI pump "C" before operation," and the second
is labeled as Change No. 5 and added a requirement to check the CRD
dilution interlock.

After review of Change No. 3 and Change No. 5 to TP/202/7, " EPI Opera-
tional Test," we feel that thene changes are " minor" changes, thus not
requiring tha review by the station review comnictee and the approval of
the superintendent. There was no change in the intent of the procedure
in that the only changes made are to correct the mistakes in the approved
procedure. The procedure called for the operation of HPI Pu=p "C," however,
the valve alignment prevented the intent of the procedure from being met.
Therefore, the change was made to an obvious mistake in valve alignment.
The same is true with respect to Change No. 5 regarding the checking of
the CRD dilution interlock. The intent of the procedure was to check
this interlock and valve alignment and the procedure did not so permit;
therefore, the valve position was changed to enable satisfactory completion
of the intended requirementa of the procedure.

3d. Changes made to TP/255/2, " Loss of Instrument Air," were not identified
in the body of the procedure. Change No. 1 was not listed anywhere in
the procedure and Change No. 3 could not be found on Pages 10, 13, and
18 as stated on the cover sheet of the procedure.

The changes to TP/253/2, " Loss of Instrument Air," were not instituted
in accordance with our " Guide for Conducting the Preoperational Test
Program." Changes on the cover sheet were mcde and not properly docu-
mented in the body of the procedure. The matter o? properly documenting
all changes to test procedures has been emphasized te che appropriate
personnel due to this review and our increased audit procedures.
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4. Contrary to Criterion XIV, the inspector determined through discussions
with your field engineers that the identification of cable involved in
the turnover of safety-related systems was not always known and was not
identified in turnover records.

The Construction Department procedures have been revised to require that
all Engineered Safeguard cables be identified at the time of transfer to
the Steam Production Department. This procedure has now been implemented.

6. Contrary to Criterion VIII, 316 stainless steel pipe and fittings were in-
stalled in the systems where 304 stainless steel is specified.

Design Engineering justificatien report EDG-JR-47 concludes that the in-
stallation of 316 stainless steel pipe and fittings is an upgrading of
the materials originally specified. The raterial in question was in-

sts11ed prior to procedures now in effect which requires the inspector
to verify correct base metal prior to welding. Use of this new procedure
will effectively control material so that any unauthorized base metal

,

substitution is prevented.

7. Contrary to Criterion XVI, one spool piece of fabricated pipe for the
core flood system contained 11 defective areas in four welds or 18 inches
that did not meet code requirements. The four welds had a total length
of approximately 168 inches and the defects, therefore, involved over
10 percent of the linear veld. The weld inspectors, though aware of the
defects, had not advised the field engineers who were responsible for
quality control. No action had been planned to identify and correct the
condition causing the deficiency and to preclude its repetition.

Prior to making the welds in question, the suitability of the joint design
and end preparations in making good welds was questioned. Upon investi-
gation it was determined that veld prep design was indeed too steep to
facilitate good welding and the end prep was redesigned by Design Engineering.
It was decided that the new design would apply to pipes not then fabricated
and we would proceed with the cid design where end preps had already been
machined. The defects sited occurred in welds using the old design. The
defects were repaired and the final quality of the joints meets require-
ments. Corrective action was taken to prevent recurrence through use of
the new design. The extent of the repairs necessary was not unexpected ,

on the small piece in questicn; however, we agree that our welding
inspect did not report to higher authority the extent of the defects
found w' a first welded. Our welding inspectors have now been given
specific instructions to promptly report significant problems to the
Associate Field Engineer-Welding.

,

8. Contrary to Criterion XVIII, the inspector noted during his review of

|
an audit of the Oconee electrical quality control program that the audit

! taan did not identify the limited scope of their audit, determine the

! basis for electrical equipment storage requirements, inspect for instru-

| - ment calibrations, inspect documentation of corrective actions or non-
conforming items, or complete their checklists for the audit. In
addition, the check list used did not reference governing codes, regu-
lations, or procedures or otherwise provide acceptance criteria.
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The audit in question was performed in a superficial manner. It was for
this reason that the Vice President. Construction, directed a re-audit
in the electrical area by the same audit team. An additional audit has
now been performed by a different audit team. The Vice President, Con-
struction, reviews the resulr.s of all audits for adequacy.

.

9. Contrary to Criterion XI, in Test Procedure TP/250/6, "HPSW Hydro Test,"
Section 12.1, Item 9, had not been initialed or signed off as required
by administrative procedures to indicate that the item had been completed
for those portions of the system coded orange and purple.

.

The initial condition in TP/250/6, "HPSW Hydro Test," had not been properly
initialed prior to performing the hydro test. This initial condition
required the test coordinator to compare the test procedure to the latest
revision of the PO drawing. Mr. M. D. McIntosh has issued a memorandum to
all of his supervisors who have responsibility in the performance of such
tests to emphasize the need for completely satisfying all of the initf.tl
conditions prior co beginning the " procedural" section of the procedure.
We feel that the attention called to this matter will prevent recurrence.

.
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